The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its twentieth meeting of 1983 on 29 November-2 December.

The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Draft report of the nineteenth meeting (TEX.SB/W/334)

Article 4 notifications

3. EEC/Sri Lanka: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/862) and modification to previous bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/881)

4. Sweden/Brazil: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/904)

5. United States/Sri Lanka: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/905)

6. EEC/Brazil: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/902)

7. United States/Korea: modification (TEX.SB/909)

8. EEC/Hong Kong: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/882)

Article 11 notifications

9. Czechoslovakia (TEX.SB/910)

Other business

1 Hundred and sixtieth meeting
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